
MYERS PRODUCE
97 NORTH HATFIELD ROAD

HATFIELD MA 01038

2024 FREIGHT & WAREHOUSING SERVICES

STORAGE RATES 2024
We receive and hold product in ambient, refrigerated, or frozen conditions on a monthly basis.  Our facility is staffed for receiving inbound
product as well as staging outbound product for pickup.  Book storage space on our website at www.myersproduce.com/warehousing.

www.myersproduce.com/warehousing.

www.myersproduce.com/freight.

MONTHLY INBOUND / OUTBOUND / ACCESS MINIMUM TERM

AMBIENT 25/pallet 10/pallet (20 minimum) one month

REFRIGERATED 50/pallet 15/pallet (30 minimum) one month

FROZEN 60/pallet 15/pallet (30 minimum) one month

CROSS-DOCKING RATES 2024
We receive and hold product in ambient, refrigerated, or frozen conditions for up to two days.  Product held for more than two days is
considered storage (see above).  Book cross-docking on our website at 

DAILY MINIMUM TERM

AMBIENT 25/pallet one day

REFRIGERATED 40/pallet one day

FROZEN 40/pallet one day

FREIGHT RATES 2024
We offer refrigerated transportation from point A to point B throughout our radius.  We calculate freight rates by the case, by the pallet, or
by the truckload.  Most freight commitments will not involve warehousing costs, as long as the product is handled according to our
schedule.  Submit a freight inquiry on our website at 

* These rates do not include a fuel surcharge.  We currently charge a $12 fuel surcharge per delivery.
** If the pickup location is within the New York City Metro Area or the Greater Boston Area, a one-pallet minimum will apply.
† For transportation between our Hatfield facility and locations within a 20-mile radius, we charge a flat $60/pallet.

Freight rates* include pickup within our radius** and delivery to locations in:

 NYC / CT
CAPE &

PROVIDENCE
BOSTON &

WESTERN MASS† VERMONT

MINIMUM 60 60 60 60

PER CASE 10.50/case 10.50/case 7.10/case 7.10/case

PER PALLET (< 1000 lbs) 260/pallet 260/pallet 175/pallet 175/pallet

PER PALLET (>1000 lbs) .26/lb .26/lb .175/lb .175/lb
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MYERS PRODUCE 
2024 FREIGHT & WAREHOUSING GUIDELINES 
 
 

COMMUNICATION 
The most important guideline for working with Myers for freight and warehousing is that we receive 
clear and accurate information from the customer.  If we can’t reach you to get our questions 
answered, or if you send us inaccurate or incomplete information, we can’t provide good service. 

  
ADVANCED NOTICE 

We will let you know a deadline by which we need to receive the details for freight or storage 
scheduled for a given date.  We ask that you respect the deadline we set.  As a rule of thumb, we 
need at least 24 hours’ notice in order to schedule pickup, delivery, receiving, or staging. 

  
PACKAGING 

Everything we receive must be packed in boxes that will survive basic handling and transportation.  
This means the packaging must be able to handle the weight of the product without the bottom 
falling out.  The packaging can’t be overflowing, open at the top, or too flimsy to protect the 
product.  If the packaging can’t get wet, please let us know and we will do our best, though our 
trucks and cold storage are wet, humid environments. 

 
LABELING 

Every box or pallet we receive must have a clear label that includes the name of the origin, the date 
of Myers receiving, and the name of the destination.  Any shipment of less than 25 cases must 
include a label on every box, given that the product will likely be loaded onto a mixed pallet at our 
warehouse.  

 
PALLETIZATION 

Everything we receive must be palletized on a wrapped pallet, and must be stable enough for general 
handling.  The pallet and wrap must be provided by the customer.  If product is loaded onto our 
trucks or arrives at our warehouse and requires repalletization (due to a broken pallet, a lack of wrap, 
poor pallet loading, etc.), we will charge a handling fee of $50 per pallet.  
 

VOLUME & WEIGHT 
We require an exact number of boxes or pallets that we will be handling, as well as the total weight of 
the product.  This information is required at the time the service is scheduled.  This information 
enables us 1) to charge the accurate rate, 2) to reserve the appropriate amount of space and weight 
capacity on our trucks, and 3) to check the box/pallet count to ensure completion. 

  
RECEIVING, STAGING, & DELIVERY DETAILS 

We require a contact name and a contact’s phone number for any companies delivering to Myers, for 
any companies picking up from Myers, and for any location where we are sending our trucks.  For 
those locations where we are sending our trucks, we also require an exact address and daily hours of 
operation.  We require this information at the time that freight or warehousing services are 
scheduled.   


